Solution Sheet

Empowering the Frontline

Highlights

PoliceBox is a next-generation mobile working platform designed specifically
for front line police officers. A key component of PoliceBox is that it hides the
complexities and differences between back-office systems so that officers can
focus on doing their jobs. Officers see one simple but powerful user interface,
whatever the back-office systems in use. They can carry out their work on their
smartphone (or tablet or laptop/desktop) via easy-to-follow digital versions of
the various processes they need to complete in the course of their 		
daily activities.

•• A modern platform solution, which
aligns with NEP, Policing Vision 2025
and the National Policing 		
Digital Strategy

Born in the Cloud

•• Agile deployment of front-line processes
in days and weeks, instead of months
(or years)

For CIOs, PoliceBox is specifically designed for today’s cloud-based
architectures. Based on Microsoft technologies and hosted in Azure, it is
fully aligned with today’s National Policing IT programmes and is highly
configurable. This means that forces can implement, amend and grow their
mobile processes themselves, in record time and at lower cost, without relying
on software updates from vendors. PoliceBox’s flexible integration capabilities
help IT departments address the all-too-often time-consuming complexities of
connectivity to Police force systems.

Software-as-a-Service

•• Supports interoperability, data
standards and data quality initiatives
•• Functionally rich, easy to use front line
application - reducing training needs

•• Easily installed, based on Microsoft
Azure infrastructure
•• Simple SaaS based pricing, only paying
for what you need with rapid ROI
•• Flexible integration capabilities for
interoperability and federated searching
•• Supports Android, iOS, UWP, Chrome,
Samsung Dex

Finally, because PoliceBox is a configurable “Software-as-a-Service” platform,
the underlying technology is the same for each and every customer – but
ring-fenced and configured to local requirements. The approach means that
PoliceBox improves the effectiveness of officers and staff in their interactions
with the public.
The whole thing – a scalable cloud-based architecture with SaaS delivery also means that PoliceBox is between a half and a third of the cost of current
mobile solutions, helping tight budgets go further and bringing immediate
cost savings.
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